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How many bones are there in the human body? Which bone is the longest? Or the smallest?

Without bones, you would be a blob, like a jellyfish or a worm. Our bones support us and protect our

insides. They work together with our muscles to allow us to do all the things we do! So when you

think of your bones, say "Thank you!"This simple Step 1 introduction teaches young readers these

facts and many more about the skeleton inside each of us!
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My boys, ages 7 and 5, love this book. The illustrations are wonderful, and the text is easy to

understand. It is educational while still keeping their interest. The text is accurate, but simple

enough that my seven year old can sit and read this to his little brother without any problems. To the

reviewer who complained about the reference to Halloween: yes, it does have one page that

mentions Halloween, but in no way does it advocate it or state any opinions on the merit of

Halloween - it simply states the fact that some people think skulls look scary and wear skull masks

on Halloween. That's it. You can't shelter your children from the reality that there is Halloween and

many people do celebrate it. Even if you don't celebrate it, there is nothing in this book that should



keep you from purchasing it for your children.

This book is a great introduction to simple human anatomy that will be easily understood and

enjoyed by preschool and primary school age children. Includes helpful, cartoon-like illustrations. It

is full of information and also fun to read.

My girl is in kindergarten and she loves science, so I got her this book as a filer to get to the "free

shipping" amount on an order. She absolutely loved it! It is interesting, with lots of facts about the

human body and bones specifically, written in an age appropriate way.

This is a good book to start introducing bones of the body. There is only one page about Halloween

and it said very little, so don't base your opinion on that. It talks about how we would look if we didn't

have bones and how our skeletons match our body size and shape. Great book.

I purchased several of these Step into Reading books for a granddaughter. She is not much for

reading yet and I am trying to give her materials to encourage a love of reading. She has really

enjoyed all of the Step into Reading books I have sent her so far.

My five year old just loves to read and is reading at a 4th grade level which makes it difficult to find

books to interest her because as the older a child gets, the more questionable some of the reading

becomes, but this did the trick, there were not words like: stupid, fat, dumb, but it still had a story

line.

These are great books for children learning to read and for children who don't like to read "long:

books. Also these books have a ton of information in them that keep my children interested on

reading to the next page. I find that my children will read these books over and over again.

my kid LOVED it. I don't know what else to say. Nice step two reading book for those just starting

out. She liked the picture with babies and the one of a person without bones.
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